
Region 305
Concord, CA

__________________________________________________
Coaches

The midpoint of the regular season is upon us, and it is time to turn our attention to
evaluating our players for the upcoming Select season.

Below is the form for recommending players for the Select program.  We are looking for
quality players who also demonstrate the AYSO philosophies (good sportsmanship, fair play,
etc.)  Adherence to AYSO philosophy is extremely important as these children are
representing our Region.

YOUR LIST OF NOMINEES MUST BE KEPT CONFIDENTIAL.  SELECT
NOMINEES ARE NOT TO BE DISCUSSED WITH PLAYERS & PARETNS.

Also included is an area for you to indicate your interest in coaching a Select team.  As
published in the Regional Guidelines, Head coaches for Select teams will be selected based on
the following:

1. Indicated interested in coaching a Select team below.
2. Are a regular season coach.
3. Certified to coach at the appropriate age div.
4. Adherence to the philosophies and policies of AYSO.
5. Ability to manage a Select team.
6. Overall coaching/training skills & experience.
7. Attitude.
8. Coach meeting attendance.

Nominations must be completed and returned to the coaching staff!

I am interested in coaching a Select team (Yes or No):

Coaches Name (Print):

Division & Team # (Example U-16G):

Current AYSO Coaching Certification:
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Region 305
Concord, CA

_______________________________________________________________

SELECT PROGRAM
The following players on my team should be observed and considered for Select play
and are listed in order of ability.

Coach Name:

Division (U12):

Gender (Check Box):         Boys                             Girls

Team # (01):

Team Name:

LAST NAME, FIRST
NAME

JERSE
Y
#

BEST
POSITION(s)

COMMENTS
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Region 305
Concord, CA

_______________________________________________________________________________________

Select Coach Process

Members for the Concord AYSO Board create a Select Coach list of potential
Coaches for a given age div. using the following guidelines:

1. A coach has indicated on the Select Player Nomination Form that they are
interested in coaching a Select Team

2. Are a regular season coach
3. Certified to coach at the appropriate age div
4. Attendance to coaches meetings
5. Ability to manage a Select team
6. Overall coaching/training skills
7. Attitude

Process in building a Select Team
IMPORTANT NOTE:
ALL Coaches--players & parents must NOT be informed of which players are
nominated or not for select.  The reason for this is to not set expectations.
SELECT Coaches -- Under no circumstances are you to approach players, parents
or anyone with the exception of the coach regarding select season.  The select
coaches should also make sure that coaches that are approached are made sure
they keep their code of silence.

1. All regular season coach must complete the Select Player Nomination Form
2. The select coach is given all the player nominations forms for the

appropriate age div
3. The select coach scouts the nominated players during a match determining

which players to select based on various criteria (ie: skill, attitude,
parents, etc)

4. Once the regular season is over & only over, the select coach then can call
the parents of the selected player to inquire about their interest in having
their child play select.

The select team is formed - have a great season!
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